VDV Distance Meter™

Cable Length Measurement
Cable Fault Finder
Cable Manager
Cable Length Measurement
- Determines cable length automatically
- Up to 1,500 ft. (457 m) on most cables
- Accuracy up to ±5% and ±1 ft. (3 m)
- Measures paired-conductor cables such as voice, data, video, doorbell, siamese, lamp-wire and NM

Cable Length Constant
- 6 pre-programmed nominal cable length constants
- 1 “user mode” constant is adjustable to accommodate cable being tested
- Length constant range: 10 to 40pF/ft. (33 to 132pF/meter)

Cable Fault Finder
- Ensures compliance and identifies cable runs outside of specification
- Determines if cable run is broken or damaged

Cable Manager
- Measures cable remaining in box or on reel
- Simplifies cable estimating and allows more accurate job billing